AN ORDINANCE PROHIBITING THE REMOVAL, DAMAGING OR
DESTRUCTION OF BARRICADES, LANTERNS AND SIGNS
PLACED UPON THE STREETS OF THE CITY OF CONWAY:
PROHIBITING BY-PASSING OF SAME; DECLARING A PENALTY
THEREFOR: DECLARING AN EMERGENCY: AND FOR OTHER
PURPOSES

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF CONWAY,
ARKANSAS:

SECTION 1. It is hereby declared to be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to move, remove, set aside, alter the position of, damage, disfigure or destroy any barricade, rope, sign, lamp, light, lantern, smudgepot or any other device, or to put out, extinguish, hide, cover up or otherwise obliterate the light of such lamp, light, lantern or smudgepot, placed by the City of Conway, Arkansas, its agents or employees, upon any street, alley, sidewalk or other public grounds within said City of Conway, for the purpose of closing, wholly or in part, preventing traffic upon, warning of any foreign obstruction, impediment or other danger in, under or upon such street, alley, sidewalk or other public grounds, or for any other lawful purpose whatever.

SECTION 2. It is further declared to be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to by-pass, go around, over, under or through any such barricade, rope, sign, lamp, light, lantern, smudgepot or other device when same shall have been so placed as to reasonably show that any street, alley, sidewalk or other public grounds within the City of Conway is closed or that traffic thereon is prohibited.

SECTION 3. Any person, firm or corporation violating any of the provisions of this ordinance, or who shall attempt to move, remove, set aside, alter the position of, damage, disfigure, destroy any barricade, rope, sign, lamp, light, lantern, smudgepot or other device, or to put out, extinguish, hide, cover up or other obliterate the light of such lamp, light, lantern or smudgepot, or who shall attempt to by-pass, go around, over, under or through any such barricade, rope, sign, lamp, light, lantern, smudgepot or any other device, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined in any sum not less than $5.00 nor more than $25.00. Provided, however, that nothing herein shall prevent said City of Conway, its agents or employees from moving, altering the
barricade, position of, removing of any barricade, rope, sign, lamp, light, lantern, smudgepot or any other device from the streets, alleys, sidewalks or other public grounds within the City of Conway in the due course of their work.

SECTION 4. If any clause, sentence, paragraph, section, or other portion of this ordinance be found to be unconstitutional or invalid or otherwise inoperative by a court of competent jurisdiction such finding shall not affect the validity of the remainder of these elections, nor shall any proceeding attacking any portion of these sections operate to effect any portion of the remainder of said sections not specifically attacked in said proceeding.

SECTION 5. It is ascertained and declared that it is necessary for the protection and preservation of the public health and safety, and for the protection of the property of the citizens of the City of Conway, Arkansas, that the foregoing ordinance be passed and adopted; that an emergency exists; and that this ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and publication.


APPROVED: M. L. Patterson
 Mayor

ATTEST: W. Oscar Conway
 City Clerk
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